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A planned constitutional
amendment introduced by
Republican House Minority Leader
Tom Hoover to consolidate the
separate boards of regents and the
New Mexico Military Institute
(NMMI) board of regents into a
single 11-member body should be
defeated.
Hoover introduced the planned

directly contrary ~o on~ major
objection currently bem~ voiCe~ by a
number of legislators, I.e., tha't the
current boards of regents have
delegated too much of their
authority. Surely an 11-member
board could not be expected to
watch the six four-year institutions
as well as the seven sepa:mte boards
are currently doing. Indeed, Hoover's
plan
calls for a built-in fu~ther
amendment because he said he was
delegation of powers by sheer vrrtue
"quite concerned about the
of
the fact that board members
duplication that is occurring at
would
not be able to give the
universities around the state and
detailed attention to other
especially in the graduate programs."
university-related
matters such as
Such duplication, Hoover correctly
asserts, is a waste of manpower,
construction, faculty contracts and
facilities and most importantly the
student - faculty- administration
taxpayer's money, as a recent Board
relations as they are currently able to
of Educational Finance (BEF) study
do.
Hoover's objections to the waste
has pointed out.
that proliferating programs cause are
B u t the answer to this
important
ones and actions should
proliferation is not a consolidated
be taken to see that they are
board of regents.
resolved. But the legislature should
Hoover complains, and the BEF
do this in a manner whereby the
Study of Higher Education in the
BEF would be given the power to
State of New Mexico confirms, that
c axry out their recommendations
there is an unnecessary duplication
while still leaving the individual
of programs offered in the state's six
boards in a position whereby they
four-year institutions. For example,
can keep the close watch on the
the BEF study points out that five of
universities that they now maintain.
the six four-year institutions offer
Don Burge
'You're Quite Right, Sir, We Are Dirty, Odious, Repulsive, Filthy Kids-We've Been Cleaning
Up The Oil Slick In The Bay!'

editorial
Consolidated
Board of
Regents

No Answer
"

masters degrees in several education
related fields, mathematics,
chemistry and English. Clearly such
proliferation is unneeded.
In its study the BEP called for
several of these programs to be
consolidated and recommended that
still others be phased out entirely.
Hoover. however, asserts,
incorrectly, that the BEF has tried
and failed in the past "to make some
order Ol.lt of this thing, (but) they
don't have the muscle." Yet for the
past two years the BEF has imposed
a freeze on the creation of any new
masters or doctoral level programs
and could do even more under the
b
powers they currently have Y
refusing to . approve programs or by
refusing to include in then· budget
recommendations for universities
any funds for those existing
advanced degree programs they feel
are unnecessary. They could also be
given the power to prohibit the
creation of any new bachelor's level
programs. The legislature could then
follow through by refusing to
appropriate funds if they thought
any particular program was
unnecessarily duplicated.
Additionally, Hoover's proposed
consolidated board appears to go

'
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Hansen Endorsed
To the Editor:
As Graduate Student Association
(GSA) Council members, we would
like to declare our endorsement of
Bert Hansen for the job of GSA
president. As a member of the
cabinet and an alternate to the
council, Bert is familiar with the
organization. He has been actively
involved in researching bills and has
always been willing to volunteer for
committee work. He can always be
relied upon to perform thoroughly
and efficiently any job. he
undertakes .
Because Hansen is dynamic,
responsible and because of his
familiarity with the University and
the GSA, we urge all graduate
students to vote for him for
president.
Signed: Phil Baca, Joe Battaglia,
Leslie Chase, Bruce Childs, Judy
Kaufmann and Darryl Lane.

Page 14
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EXICO
GSAC Calls
To Discuss GA Cutbacks

An emergency meeting of the
"The BEF is recommending the
GSAC has been called today to
discuss the Board of Educational increase pf professors at the
Finance (B.EF) recommendations expense of the GA's. We are
to cut the number of graduate hoping for a compromise keeping
teaching assistants (GA's) at UNM the same number of GA's plus an
by GSA Council President Duke increase of professors," said
Pickens.
Duquette.
Funding for UNM is decided on
The BEF recommendation asks
by
the BEF through the Full Time
that UNM increa&e the number of
professors while cutting bdck on equivalent system, (FTE). The
GA jobs. "The administration FTE is figured by adding up the
never informed us this was being total number of semester hours at
suggested so we can't do much UNM and dividing by a theoretical
now. It struck me as a Nixonesque. course load of 16 hours. The
move to first do something and amount left is considered the
tell everyone later," said GSA number of students at UNM and
allocations are made accordingly.
president Bill Pickens.
The
BEF counts two GA's as one
Pickens will back a resolution,
to be introduced at the 7:30 FTE student. The present number
meeting in the Union, requesting of GA's is 489 giving a FTE of
the GSA give him the authority to 244. The BEF is l'ecommending
try to convince the BEF to reverse the maximum number of GA's of
its recommendation and to 420 or an FTE of 210, cutting the
officially express the GSA's anger number of GA's by 69 graduate
at the administration for not student employees and cutting the
informing the GSA of the possible overall number of students
needing state allocations.
GA cutback.
"The decision to recommend a

UNM's Rodey Theatre
Closed by Fire Marshall

letters:
Guilty of Racism
(Note: The following letter was
wxitten befoxe the UNM basketball
team played Bdgham Young
Univexsity (BYU) on Jan. 8.)
To the Editor:
Despite three years of sincere and
just protest, BYU will again appear
to play basketball at UNM, thereby
enriching their coffers toward the
continuation of the Mormon
Church's policies of discrimination
and race-supexiority toward black
people.
The Black Student Union (BSU)
again must express its abhorrence
with the policies of BYU and its
disgust with UNM.
The fact xemains that BYU could
not be here without the support of
UNM's administrators, particularly
the president, and the athletic
department. UNM administrators
continue· to dictate their support of
BYU despite the resolution of
severance passed by the
representatives of the student body,
the student Senate.
In the final analysis of the BYU
situation, the chickens of racism
have come home to roost.
Barbara Brown,
for Black Students' Union

I'

GA cut is disastrous. Allocating a
few extra faculty positions is good
but the recommended faculty
increase will not cover the GA
absences," said Duquette.
"We have more GA's per
professor than the national
average but instead of having
more professors to equal things
out the BEF decided to
recommend a cut in GA 's, This
will hurt UNM because of the
increase in student population.
For the last two years the BEF
has badly underestimated the
growth in UNM's student
population and it looks as if next
year's estimates will be short
again," said Duquette.
GSA officials fear that UNM's
problems stemming from lack of
sufficient funding to properly
educate the exploding student
population will be compounded
by the BEF recommendation.
"Classrooms will be more
crowded than ever if the
recommendation is put into
effect. The BEF is so conservative
so consistantly with money for
UNM that the recommendation is
just another complicating factor,"
said Duquette.

Dean Springer has also been
Rodey Theatre has been closed
asked by the GSA president and
permanently as a result of a appropriated by the legislature, vice-president to speak at the
Photo by CIJUck Feil
however, and as a result the meeting on the complications of
The right of the people to keep "correct or cease use" order University
this year will ask to GA tax exemptions. "I hope
and bear arms is protected by issued last Tuesday by the State
have the funds-about $2.4 besides Dean Springer, we can get
Fire
Marshall's
Office.
both the U.S. and state
million-included in the statewide some tax experts to help explain
Constitutions but extending it to
As a result two of the three higher
Armed Dogs?
education bond issue.
tax exemptions to the graduate
shotgun-armed canines seems to plays scheduled by the Drama
Additionally,
said the community," said Duquette.
be a bit on the ridiculous side. On Department for this semester have University will askSmith
for about $1.4
second thought an armed dog is been moved to the recital hall in
With the debate over the role of
million
to
correct
deficiencies in
probably safer than most armed Popejoy Hall and a third has been other buildings.
GA as a teacher or student, and
humans.
moved off campus entirely.
the IRS l'egulation exempting
In the interim period, however,
GA's from income tax, confusion
The order to close the theatre the drama department will
in the taxing of GA's has arisen.
or to correct t>xisting deficiencies schedule most of its plays in the
The GSA officials decided
came as the result of a code Popejoy Hall Recital Hall. The
''explanation of what taxes we are
passed in 1968. Under the code, first production, "The Trial," is
responsible for would be very
which deals mostly with the use tentatively scheduled for March
helpful at this time," said
of fire resistant construction 18·21.
Duquette.
materials, all buildings on each
university campus are to be
SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON (UPI)-Apollo 14's lunar inspected for conformance with
explorers, improving on the near-perfect, trimmed the course the code,
In addition to ordering Rodey
of their rock-laden spaceship Sunday and aimed for a
closed
Fire Marshall also
splashdown in the Pacific as accurate as their touchdown on ordered the
a number of other
the moon.
buildings to be brought up to
Gov. Bruce King last Thursday
Depending upon which side of the International Dateline standard among which are chose Calvin Horn of businessman. A partner in the
they land, the splashdown technically could come either Zimmerman Library, Popejoy Albuquerque and Austin Roberts Horn Oil Co., Horn is also owner
of the Calvin Horn publishing
Tuesday or Wednesday. On the time clocks of Americans, Hall, Hodgin Hall and Hokona of Farmington as his nominations company. He served in the New
Dormitory. Sherman Smith, viet> to the UNM Board of Regents.
however, landing time 'remains at 2:01p.m. MST Tuesday.
Mexico state legislature, taught
president for administration and
Horn and Roberts are UNM New Mexico history at UNM's
Flight Director M.P. "Pete" Franks said the rocket burst development, said most of the graduates
and former state
the astronauts fired behind the moon Saturday night to lift corrective work for these legislators. Their nominations will community college and is a
member of the president's
themselves out of lunar orbit was "very good, perhaps the buildings is relatively minor in be sent to the state senate for advisory
board.
nature but that the corrections confirmation "as soon as
best ever", but a slight course correction still was needed.
Roberts
received a bachelors
for Rodey amounted to possible," said King,
The course correction was a three second rocket blast, ordered
and
law
degree
from UNM and has
constructing a completely new
The terms of two UNM regents served in the state legislature as
triggered at 11:38 a.m. MST. It changed the speed of the building.
Dr. Norris Bradbury and Dr. L.H. house majority whip and majority
spacecraft by less than one-half mile per hour. At that point
Rodey, Smith said, has been on Wilkinson expired on Dec. 31. floor leader. He is also a member
Apollo 14 was streaking toward earth at about 2,454 mph.
the University's demolition list for Their positions on the Board of of the law firm Tansey,
On the outward voyage, spacecraft commander Alan B. the past five years and that the Regents will be filled for six years Rosebrough, Roberts and
Shepard described Apollo 14 as a "happy little ship," and University has had another drama by Horn and Roberts upon senate Gerding. "We have found two
building on the drawing boards approval.
men of outstanding capability and
although the spacemen reported Sunday they were feeling for
more than four years. Funds
Horn, a 1939 UNM graduate, is high character who will do a fine
"really great," their moonship is much more crowded on the for that bui!dinl( have not been
return voyage.
a well known Albuquerque job in helping guide UNM," King
said.

Crowded Moonship Aims
For Accurate Splashdown

•

•
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The Poor

In

Poverty

I could not have been convinced
until recently there is a conspiracy to
keep the poor in poverty. That was
before Gov. Ronald Reagan of
California vetoed federal funds to a
legal aid program for the poor.
The California Rural Legal
Assistance (CRLA) program has won
80 percent of its cases in the four
years of its existence. It has been too

successful at what it was designed to
do-provide for the poor the same
legal protection available to those
who can hire attorneys and are
educated enough to know when their
rights have been violated.
CRLA won a suit to stop the
importation of cheap Mexican labor
by California farms, which had kept
California farm workPrs out of work
or on low pay, and it forced Reagan
to restore $200 million he had cut
from the state's medical aid program.
Another suit won enforcement of
minimum wage laws for women and
children field workers. 22,000
Spanish-speaking children who had
been placed in mentally-retarded
classes because of scores on IQ tests
given in English were retested in
Spanish as a result of court action.
These decisions will cost the state
in some ways, but more importantly
they will raise the costs of the
California farm corporations, to
which Reagan is undoubtedly
beholden.
The California and American bar
associations have praised CRLA, and
a federal evaluation team including a
member of Reagan's staff judged it
"exemplary." Reagan fired the man
and ordered his own investigation
under Lewis K. Uhler, state poverty
director and former John Birch
Society member.
Uhler told Newsweek, "Why
should we pay the salaries for a lot
of guys to. . . sue the state? The
rnost a poor person is going to need a
lawyer for is some divorce problems,

King Appoints Horn, Roberts

some bankruptcy problems, some
garnishment problems. What we've
created in CRLA is an economic
leverage equal to that existing in
large corporations. Clearly that
should not be."
Translation: Poor people should
not have legal aid to force the state
and employers to obey the law. Poor
people should not have an equal
voice with ihe giant corporations
that exploit them, and are able to
buy off government officials and
lobby against laws which would give
farm workers the same protection
long enjoyed in industry.
Reagan was able to veto this year's
$1.9 million grant to CRLA because
a state may refuse federal
anti,\poverty funds. Now it is up to
President Nixon to override the veto
or let the program-and the hopes
and rights of California's poor-die.
Robert Smith

In additiot1 to the 109 pounds of moon rocks the
astronauts are bringing back, Shepard said his co-pilots, Edgar
D. Mitchell and Stuart A. Roosa, also had to find room for an
80-pound docking mechanism that once proved troublesome.
Normally, the probe is jettisoned, but experts want to
inspect it and correct any flaws so future flights will not be
similarly troubled.
The probe is stowed beneath one of the astronauts' seats
and lashed down with a 100-foot rope which Shepard and
Mitchell saved from their moon walks.
The rope was to be used as a tether while they. were
climbing around the rim of cone crater, but the two explorers
ran out of time before they managed to scale the 400 foot
high rise.
Astronaut Prank Borman, who flew aboard Apollo 12,
pointed out the probe could prove a "lethal weapon" if it
ever got loose in the spaceship during the buffeting, 18,000
mph re-entry.
Shepard piloted the lunar lander Antares to within 87 feet
of the programmed landing spot on the moon, and ground
control said he may just bring the command ship down within
"8 7 feet or less of the International Dateline."
Apollo 14 is scheduled to plop il1to the ocean 900 miles
south of American Samoa.

Mondoy, February 8, 1971

Headed North

Astrophysics major, Gary Willinski, prepares for his job as
geophysicist on a floating ice island near the North Pole by using the
University's 15%-inch telescope. (See related story page 5.)

FPC Offers 3 Suggestions to Faculty
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"implication for admissions "highly informal and often
policies," policy questions perfunctory," the policy
concerning the distribution of statement says.
UNM monies and "institutional
The statement grew out of
priorities."
increasing concern on the part of
The committee members assert FPC members that "faculty
"decisions of direct concern to influence on the life and
the faculty are being made with governance of UNM has
growing frequency by deteriorated seriously over the
independent administrative past few years,"
action." They l.&y the FED will
The faculty's "consultative
seek to "revitalize" the role of the role" has been diminished as a
faCJulty by "reasserting its result of "increasing pressures for
legitimate influence" in University greater dispatch in University
affairs.
decision-making," and the
Allocation of University inability of the current faculty
resources and establishment of organizations to provide "quick
new programs were listed as two
and effective response to the
areas increasingly determined by crises and complexities of
the administration.
University affairs," the letter
"A number of programs, reads.
projects and other entities with
Many University-wide
important policy implications organizational problems
have come into being in recent "represent or directly affect the
years through the process of formulation of academic policy"
;=;:;========. administrative
appointments, and should involve faculty
New Mexico Lobo
These actions affect the faculty's consultation. Among the topic
Vol. 74
No. 76
legitimate interest in how the specified as within the faculty's
University allocates it's limited consultative purview are plans for
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
resources to meet basic limiting enrollment and "their
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
responsibilities for teaching, implication for admissions
Editorial Phone {505.)
research and service to the
277-4102, 277-4202
community that supports us."
The New Mexico Lobo is
The policy letter also criticizes
published daily every regular week
of the University year by the Board
establishment of new programs
of Student Publications of the
solely on the basis of available
Associated Students of the
"external
funding to get them
University of New Mexico, and is
going."
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
"However badly the University
By AL ROSSITER JR.
Plant with second class postage paid
money, not all such funding
needs
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
UPI Space Writer
improves the educational quality
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
Cape
Kennedy
(UPI)- Russia's
the academic year.
of our institution. In some cases,
successful
l·anding
of an
'rhe opinions expressed on the
it can even compromise programs
editorial pages of The Lobo are
automated
probe
on
venus
gives
already in existence."
those of the author solely.
the
Soviets
at
least
a
five-vear
lead
In many cases consultation
Unsigned opinion is that of the
the
United
States
in
the
over
with faculty on the
;.!~~~~~a~ec~~a,:~ly o;ep!':s~n~o~h~
exploration
of
the
surface
of
"appropriateness or feasibility {of
views of the Associated Students or
another
planet.
new programs) in terms of
the University of New Mexico.
And there have been repeated
a cad ernie priorities'' has been
hints from Soviet scientists and
commentators that last
December's Venus 7 landing was
just the start of an extensive
planetary exploration program.
The United States also has
ambitious plans to explore the
planets, but severe budget
cutbacks have delayed some
projects and threaten to affect
more.
In any event, the U.S. is

policies, "changes in
administrative structure which
affect faculty," "policy questions
involved in the distribution of
resources" and the
"determination of institutional
priorities."
The letter also faults the
faculty for not having "really
faced up to some of the basic
questions" involved in
student-faculty relations.
"We are not likely to improve
those relations very much until we
come to a clearer understanding
of what the p1·erogatives and
limitations of our respective roles
and influence in the life and
governance of the University
ought to be."
The FPC's letter was also sent
to ASUNM executive officers and
senators with an appeal to
undertake an "organized,
cooperative effort to better
student-faculty relations."
The letter to the faculty
outlined three specific initial
suggestions ·to "revitalize" the
faculty role, communication
between administrators and

Mix-up Results in Registration in Wrong Course
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Letter Outlines Steps to End' Deterioration' of Faculty Influence
Steps to counter a self-defined
''deterioration" of faculty
influence in University wide
decision-making are being
initiated by the Faculty Policy
Committee (FPC).
A policy letter outlining areas
of diminishing faculty influence
and its causes, and three
suggestions for strengthening the
faculty voice was circulated to the
full faculty Jan. 16.
"The faculty response has been
generally characterized as
enthusiastic and supportive. The
responses have included a number
of specific suggestions to
implement the policies in the
letter," said Peter Prouse, FPC
chairman.
The FPC statement asks for a
strong faculty voice in such
University-wide areas as planning
for limited enrollment and its

\

"

Drugs Class Gets Single Enrollee

I

faculty representatives, "special
kinds" of faculty meetings to
"discuss basic philosophical and
institutional issues" that do not
normally appear on the monthly
agenda, and establishment of a
faculty center to "handle and
coordinate" faculty committee
work.
Representatives of the FPC and
President Ferrel Heady held the
first of a regular series of Monday
morning meetings Jan. 25. Th~
meeting was termed "most
profitable" by Prouse. The letter
had requested Heady seek ways to
improve communication
"between himself and his fellow
administrators and the faculty,
Having an 'open door' we believe,
is not enough," the letter said.
UNM's administrators have
shown "a very constructive
response" to the suggestions made
in the FPC statement, said Prouse.
Faculty members responding to
the statement "have suggested
topics for the special kind of
meetings" and many have
indicated support for the faculty
office, he said.

An apparent mix-up in class list
information on a drug education
course offered by the College of
Pharmacy resulted in a single
student enrolling for the class.
The College of Pharmacy's
course, designed for education
majors who will be in charge of
drug education programs in the
public schools, was not listed in
the class list booklet for the spring
semester.
"There is one student enrolled
in the course. We figure about 100
people who were interested in this
class registered in the psychology
course (Psychology" 450, also a
class on drug abuse)," a
spokesman for the college said.
The pharmacy course, offered
in cooperation with the
department of health education,
will cover the abuse of over the
counter and perscription drugs as
well as illegal drugs and applicable
state and federal laws.

i
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Soviets Take Lead in Planet Exploration
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Lowest Leather Prices in Town

Pants
Shirts
Vests

$36

Sandals
$'14-$19
Moccasins
$6.50
50 Hour Candle 75c

$20
$"14

THERE IS A BETTER WAY!
Still a slow reader? Hate to read? Can't Concentrate?
Behind in studies? Isn't it about time you learned a
reading skill to keep up with the modern world? For
tlve years now Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics in

Albuquerque has been teaching students to read l 000
wmp, four to six times faster. In fact, if you do not
read at least three times better, we'll give you your
money back.

FIND OUT YOURSELF ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON IN THE SUB
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Save Your Cash Rece1pts From Our Store!
10% credit on all receipts
during Closed Week,_May 21-26
We special order any book at
No Extra Cost!
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Howard of Silver City, was
recently awarded the prize for
outstanding work in the Museum
of Albuquerque's Fourth Crafts
Biennial. The coat with leather
stitchery and s~oneware beads:
was one of 43 pieces selected for
the show by a three-member jury.

A book review by James G.
Cooper, professor of educational
foundations, is included in the
October, 1970, issue of "The
Journal of Thought, an
Interdisciplinary JournaL"
Cooper analyzes a book by
Robert J. Montgomery of Oxford
University which traces the
history of the development of
creation, and the development of
testing and examinations in Great
Britain.

Boyds' Barn

'l'clcph one 2!1H-H280

Valentine Special

Crafts Honors

spacecraft to orbit another plan!'t
and scientists hope the Mariners
will operate long enough to show
seasonal changes on Mars.
America's big step in unlocking
the secrPts of the planets is now
scheduled to come in 1976 when
two large and sophistieatt•d Viking
spacecraft will lund soft.ly on Mars
and search for lift•, The $HOO
million Viking program will mark
America's first attempt to land on
another planet.
In addition to the Mars
exploration, lh(' Unitt•d Htal(•s
plans to send a Mariner past
Venus and on to Mt•rcury for the
first time in 1973. And two
PionC'er probes will be latmclwd in
Ul72 and 197:3 on two-year,
half-billion-mile missions to
within 100,000 miles of the great
planet Jupit<>r.
The space agency had hoped to
receive funds in thl' upcoming
fiscal 1972 to start worlc on an
ambitious series of automatl'd
~ spacecraft to capitalize on an
unusual alignment of the outer
planets and make "grand tours"
of them in the late 1970s and
early 1980s.
The fate of the grad tour plan is
now in doubt, however, b(•cause
of the budget squeeze. Officiab
have said they need to have soml'
money for the project in I 972 if
they are going to be able to spnd
probes to Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptunl' and Pluto this d(•cadP.
'I'hl• next opportunity for ~urh
a grand tour will t'OI'l!' in 170
years.

Now}fas

f

~
~

fall by the College of Pharmacy
and the N.M. Department of
Education's Division of Drug
Education.
Students who wished to t.ake
the pharmacy course, Drug
Education 482, and registered for
Psychology 450 by mistake are
asked to attend the first meeting
of Drug Education 482 at 4:30
p.m. Feb. 9 in the biology
building, mom 139.

Cooper Reviews Book

Russia Lands Probe on Venus
devoting most of its planetary
funds to exporing Mars because
scientists say the red planet has
the best chance of harboring some
form of life.
Russia appears to be
concentrating on Venus. Tlm•e
probes in addition to Venus 7
penetrated the thick Venusian
atmosphere during the past four
years. There have been no
announced Soviet Mars missions
since 19 6•1, and no prior ones
succel'ded.
America's Mars programs of lh!!
1970s begin in May wlwn the
space agency will launch two
Mariner television scouts designed
to orbit Mars and flash back
photographs of 70·percent of the
Martian surface,
These will be the first

Drug Education 482, offered as
a two-credit, 16-week course is
coordinated by John 'w.
Levchuck, assistant professor of
pharmacy. Faculty for the course
will include four members of the
College of Pharmacy faculty and
guest speakers from medicine
psychology, sociology, law and
law enforcement,
The course lecture material will
be issued as a reference text next

Thursday
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SUB Rm. 250-A
5:00 & 7:00 p.m.

Monday, I<'ebruary 8, 1971

come by and see us at our new location

EVELYN 'iVOOD READING DYNAMICS
Ph. 265-6761
301 San Pedro Drive NE
EVANS lEARNING CENTER
· Five Years In Albuquerque, over

ROOD

Graduates
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Arctic Cruise Exciting for UNM AstrophYsics Major

On an ice island 300 miles
south of the North Pole 15
scientists in frozen isolation chart
the course of the floating island.
With them rides a UNM
astrophysics-mathematics major,
Gary Willinski. Willinski, who will
be acting resident geo-physicist on
the island next semester for
Lamont Geological Observatory
of Columbia University, has
mixed motives for his presence on
the island, called T-3.
''It's great experience,
scientifically," Willinski explains.
"And for a long time I've wanted
to go to the Arctic. I guess it all
started with a friend of mine who
had spent time in Greenland
telling me about the north
country.
·
"That, and the old appeal of
Robert Service poems, convinced
me that I wanted to go to the
Arctic."
Willinski first got to T-3, a
250-foot thick island made
entirely of freBh water ice, last
year. There he and other
crewmates conducted scientific
experiments that included
charting the erratic island's
voyage through a 1200-mile curve
from Barrow, Alaska, to within

by

KUNM Station Manager
Woody Woodworth

Equipment

In his cluttered shop in the recesses of the KUNM !ltudios, Mike
Wolf, the station's chief engineer, checks out some equipm.ent. Some of
the station's hardware is purchased new, some re·bmlt from old
equipment.

KUNM Receives Radio Award
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COAT AND TROUSERS
COMPLETE OUTFIT
FIRST AND GOLD

•

$6.50 1

$10.00
PHONE 247-4347
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And The Cultural Program Committee
presents
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other station that is as free as we
are", said Woodworth.
"KUNM is the only station in
Albuquerque that has the guts to
let people know there is more
than one side of the story."
The public affairs department,
headed by Matt Walsh, presents
news and special features
programs. Scheduled for February
are interviews with Dick Gregory
and Marcel Marceau and programs
about pesticides in America,
communications and student
unrest, and a show of recorded
whale songs.
The music department, headed
by Ernie Gilbert, includes all
types of music from classical to
rock to avant garde jazz.
Woodworth explained KUNM's
specialty music shows, usually
heard in the evenings and on the
weekends, are different from the
usual style of AM·FM radio
programming.
"During the day we play all
types oi rock and folk music to
appeal to everybody.
"Our specialty programs are
appealing to people who have an
interest in a particular kind of
music," he said.
The most well-known specialty
shows include Tom Kavanagh's
folk show on Tuesdays from 9
p.m.-1 a.m., Paul Razcka's
"Singing Wire," American Indian
music, on Sunday from 5:30·6:30
p.m., Wendy's "Magic Theater"
on Saturday from 9 p.m.-2 a.m.,
and "Hot Buttered Soul" on
Sundays from 6:30·10:30 p.m.
"We do not sound commercial.
We sound like we know what we
are doing and we are enjoying it.
0 n KPAR, for instance, they
don't sound like they ever have
any fun in what they're doing.
"Our disc jockeys arc the most

loyal, dedicated, hardworking
people around. They like and
know what they play.
"Tom Kavanagh, for example,
plays three instruments and works
in the folklore section of the
Smithsonian Institute. Paul
Razcka was once convicted of
playing obscene Indian songs in
Gallup. Wendy is a freaky, crazy,
strange woman who likes to take
people on trips and knows the
way well."
The main reason why KUNM
sounds so unique is the lack of
advertising on the station.
Funding comes entirely from
ASUNM UJJd GSA.
"KUNM is a wealth of
knowledge and intelligence. Any
body who is attempting to
understand the wave of the future
can just turn on KUNM. It's like
instant communication."
KUNM broadcasts from 6
a.m.·3 a.m., Sunday through
Thursday, all year and is on the
air 24 hours a day on Fridays and
Saturdays. The station is located
at 90.1 FM.

Wallet Experiment
People are more likely to return
a lost wallet if a Jetter found with
it says that a previous finder had
picked it up and was pleased to
return it intact. In an experiment
described in February Science
Digest, a Columbia University
group deliberately dropped
wallets containing money on New
York streets. Letters from
fictional "previous finders"
slipped into some of them led the
real finder to assume this was the
second time the wallet had been
lost. When the letter was positive
and friendly, 70 percent of the
real finders returned the wallets.

GRADUATING?
JOB HUNTING?

WHO WROTE
11

FIDDLER on the ROOF"

JOHN KANDER
LYRICS BY FRED EBB

MUSIC BY

WHO WROTE THE SONGS IN
11

CABARET"

"ZORBA THE GREEI("
ev NIKOS KAZAHTZAKIS

ADAPTED fROM

Feb 16 & 17

8:15 P.M.

6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50

U.N.M. Students with Activity Cards 1-2 Price

Our organization provides world wide coverage
of available positions in every fleld. Your resume is sent
to companies seeking scientiflc, engineering, executive
and management trainee personnel. SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE for initial registration. NO OTHER CHARGE to
remain in the active flle or for actual job placement.
Send resume (personal data, degree, grade point
average and brief outline of experience) with check or
money-order for $5 (regular $1 0) to

Air Force Recruiters

U.S. Air ~orce recruiters will be
on campus Feb. 10 and 11 and
will be interviewing at the
placement office for pilot, flight,
and navigator programs only.
Required is 20-20 vision, or 20·70
correctable to 20·20.
The Women's Air Force is also
recruiting in all fields.

-,
I

Senior recital for Elizabeth
Sikclianos, piano, and junior
recital for Barbara Fisher, violin,
originally scheduled for 8:15p.m.
in the Recital Hall of th(' Fine
Arts Center Feb. 8 and Feb. 9
have both been moved forward to
7:15 p.m. on the two dates to
make the Recital Hall available for
use by the drama department.

CHAGALL,
BASKIN,
ROUAULT,
DAUMIER
&MANY
OTHERS

awarded a $5900 Woodrow 1950's. This will be the subject of
Wilson dissertation fellowship.
his doctoral dissertation which he
Studying with history professor will submit in September.
Edwin Lieuwen, Valdes specializes
in the historical study of the
The longest ski jump ever
Cuban Revolution.
recorded is one of 165 meters
The funds will be used to (541 feet) by Manfred Wolf at
research groups that were fighting Planica, Yugoslavia, on March 23,
the Batista government of the 1969.

NEW MEXICO UNION
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9
10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

ARRANGED BY
FERDINAND
ROTEN GALLERIES
._........... BALTIMORE, MD.
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High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
247-4406
~
Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to
X 11':
.. Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization ~
.. charts, oversized periodicals end books.
~
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A Cuban graduate student at
UNM, Nelson Valdes, has been

Ecology In/ormation
Center Opens Feb. 9
For those who can still see the
sunlight for the dust and water for
the soap suds, and especially for
those who cannot, the Ecology
Information Center opens Feb, 9,
at 1417 Central Ave., NE, with an
open house from 1 to 5 p.m.
The center houses key books
on environmental problems,
pamphlets and fact sheets on
current national and local
ecological issues and a collection
of government and technical
publications. For the homemaker,
the center will provide tips on
how to reduce pollution from the
normal household wastes. Finally,
the center will offer updated
information on ecological
legislation pending before the
State Legislature and U.S.
Congress.
·
Students {both college and high
school), professors, businessml)n,
housewives,
and
all
conservationists are invited . to
help operate Lhe new centm·.
Conservation groups are also
invited to dispense relevant
literature at the center as well as
assist in research on local
environmental problems and tak_e
on action p1·ojects with help ft·om
center members.
For additional information call
277·3039.

•
•
•
We Now Have Some Vacancie·s.

If Apartment Living or Commuting
Has got you down, Come by and Move ln.

SEE US
of our new

LOCATION
Altol' sorving th(j' Univcuity

UNIVERSITY OPTICAL
Phone 266.2500

122 Harvard SE
Monday, February 8, 1971

Live at

Com~

fo(:afiott

NJ!:W MEXICO LOBO

2300 Central SE
(across from Popejoy Hall)

Receives Grant

trol1owlion we om roady to serve
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Before & After
The Game
Treats, Snacks,
Meals, and Energy
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Recitals Moved

you for mony more from our new

P.O. Box. 14371
Albuquerque, N.M. 87111

anybody else, complete anarchy
reigns.
"It sounds funny, I know, but
you never get bored on T-3."
After his tour of duty this
winter and spring on the island,
Willinski wants to go to
Antarctica for a year or so.
"Right now I'm looking for a
job, any kind of job, where I can
spend a year in the Antarctic.
That's always been a dream of
mine, too."

UN IV. OF NEW MEXICO

ml1nily fot 10 years from our Con·

EXEC . . SELECT

below the minus 70 mark, but
warm days average around . 30
below.
"You know, outside of some
rocks, left after the island
dropped off a glacier 10,000 years
ago, there isn't a lot to see,"
Willinski notes. "But you can
relax, look at occasional foxes or
polar bears, and do whatever you
want. There are no laws, since
we're in international waters, and
as long as you don't bother

CAMPUS BRIEF§

Station Honored for Unique Programming
KUNM has been selected as col·
lege station of the month by the
Intercollegiate Broadcast System
(IBS).
The student operated FM
station was honored for its unique
programming in the "Journal of
College Radio" published by the
department of speech at the
University of Oklahoma in
Norman.
KUNM's Station Manager,
Lance (Woody) Woodworth, said
recognition by the IBS was based
on the distinctiveness of the
stations' programming.
"KUNM is unique in the
southwest because there is no

five miles of the pole. The 4·mile conducting experiments. One is
by 8-mile island now cruises about salary commensurate, Willinski
300 miles from the Pole and is says, with duty in cold isolation
heading north,
and with the continual hazard of
0 t her scientific investigation your· island drifting off
included gravity measurements, somewhere and getting stuck.
ocean depth determinations,
Other fringe benefits include
checking current speed and "outstanding" food and wine,
direction, noting changes in provided by research agencies and
earth's magnetism, seismography, man's eternal drive for innovation.
calculations of the tilt of the
"You see, even on the cold
island and measurement of days, like 60 or 70 below zero,
sub-bottom strata.
the real arctic hero will go over to
But what about this Robert the small General Motors camp,
Service idea Willinski harbors?
about two and a-half miles away
"You see, at heart I am an try their good wine, eat filet
arctic hero," he says. "After my mignon and take a sauna bath. A
friend from Greenland told me non-Arctic hero will just stay in
about the Arctic, and this island, I the main camp," he says.
felt this tremendous urge to go
Summer life on the island is
myself.
rather comfortable, with "heat
"You know, the old Robert waves" hi~ing the temperature up
Service-poem type of hero. The to freezing. The all-male crew
frozen wastes, howls of wolves, plays chess and cards, hikes and
endless ban·enness kind of thing," camps and waits for the food drop
the junior Naval ROTC student by airplane once every six weeks.
explains.
The winter is even more
"If you're not an Arctic hero
"exciting." Since the runway is
type, the isolation and cold could frozen, the once-a-month plane
drive you crazy on T-3. But I love can land and T·3's charges get to
it.''
exchange some conversation with
There are certain consolations new people.
to the non-Robert Service hero
Of course, the Arctic winter
who finds himself on T-3
may plunge T-3 temperatures

The College Inn
Room and board
for students.

303 Ash NE

Ph. 243-2881
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Fourth C~onference Loss

Unbeaten Gymnastics Powers Vie Tonlght

Halts Championship Ideas
By PAUL FLECK
effectively shut off ASU's main
The Lobes all but kissed their scoring threat, Paul Stovall, but as
WAC championship hopes is getting to be a trend this season,
goodbye Saturday night by losing some unheralded opponent has his
a home game to Arizona State, best night against the Lobos.
92-80. The loss was the second Saturdays star was 6-1 guard Bill
conference game the Wolfpack has Kennedy, who was not even
lost in the Arena, something that recruited but tried out for the
just is not acceptable to a serious team and ultimately earned a
drive for a championship.
starting spot. Kennedy pumped in
Having previously been beaten 26 points with 10 for 17 from the
by Brigham Young at home and floor and six out of seven free
coupled wit;h a pair of road losses, throws. It was Kennedy's best
the Lobos now have a 3-4 night of the year.
conference record and their
This latest loss can be
conference efforts are now attributed to a poor shooting
directed towards a second place night as the Lobos connected on
finish, a goal which could earn only 36.8 percnet. Normally
them an invitation to the NIT in accurate John Johnson managed
New York.
only two buckets in nine tries and
The Lobos had beaten Arizona Petie Gibson was four for 14. And
University Thursday night, 81-77, while the Lobes were missing, the
and in that game they nearly blew Sun De viis were making
an 18 point lead. Against the
everything, including a 30-footer
tougher Sun Devils, however, the by Dave Rullman who was
Lobos fell behind in the middle of attempting to pass under the
the first half and were not able to basket to Stovall.
overcome the deficit due to some
The Lobes excited the crowd
fine overall play and some hot on numerous occasions in the
shooting by the Devils (54 percent secondhalf when they seemed to
from the floor).
be gaining momentum, but each
The Lobes managed to rally was broken up by ASU three
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Conference S,tandings
Conf.
W
5
4
4
4

El Paso
Arizona State

Texas

Brigham Young
Utah

Colorado State
Wyoming

4
4

New Mexico

3
1

Arizona

L
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
6

The Lobos used double
victories from senior Steve
Craven, Bob Ducharme and Rick
Klatt to upset defending WAC
swimming champions Utah in a
dual meet in Salt Lake City,
64-4,9.
Craven, a former All-American
swimmer from Los Alamos,
scored an upset win over
Olympian Julio Piedford of
Argentina in the 1000 freestyle to
help the Lobos take the reins.
Craven's 10:26.0·1 clocking
bettered his own school record of
10:39.90.
Following a short rest Craven
faced national junior college
champ Gary Conrad in the
butterfly. Conrad had been saved

8 11

4201 Central
6901 Lomas
5810 Menaul

COKE

KEEP
THE GLASS
... a great bee1· mug!

WANTED:
College men and women for management positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for incollege trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

Steve Craven

by Utah coaches especially for
that race, and lost by .06 to
Craven, whose winning time was
recorded at 1:57.61.
Lobo' Head coach John
Mechem watched his team take
their sixth victory without defeat
against heav1liy favored Utah, who
has won the WAC title all eight
years since thP league's inception.
The win marked the first time a
Lobo team has beaten the
Redskins in the same time period,
in or out of championship
competition.
Mechem also witnessed a
double victory from diver
Ducharme, who won both the one
and three meter diving events. His
one meter performance was
scored at 231.65, while his score
in the three meter competition
was recorded at 234.80.
SUMMARY
400 MEDLEY RELAY-1.
Utah (Elsnab, Conrad, Udy,
Rummberfield), 3:40.95; 2. New
Mexico (Anderson, Faunce,
Combs, Watner), 3:41.92.
1000 FREESTYLE-I. Craven,
NM, 10:25. 73 (school record,
Craven 10:39.90); 2. Piedford, U.
10:26.04; 3. Eiche, U, 11:04.47.
200 FREESTYLE-I. Klatt,
NM, 1:46.22; 2. Kittle, U,
1:49.91; 3. Sebert, U, 1:51.17.

50 FREESTYLE-I. Faunce,
NM, :22.63; 2. Burns, U, :22.98;
3. Rockwell, U, :23.17.
200
INDIVIDUAL
MEDLEY-I. Combs, NM,
2: 0 ,1. 6 0; 2. Anderson, NM,
2:08.07.; :l. Rummbt.>rfield, U,
2:08.21
.
ONE·MI~TER
DIVING-I.
Ducharme, NM, 2:n .65: 2.
Mort.'l!i, U, 167.00; :3. Dubrava,
NM, 103.20
200 BUTTERFLY--I. Cravt.'n,
NM, 1:57.61; 2. Conrad, U, 1:57,
69; 3. Udy, U, 2:0·!.2~.
100 FREESTYLE-·-1. Klatt,
NM, :49.07; 2. Burns, U, :50.51;
3. Kittle, U, :50.6,1.
200 BACKSTROKE-I. Elsnab,
U, 2:02.38; 2. Anderson, NM,
2:02.70 (school record, Anderson
2:03.20); 3. Fuller, NM, 2:06.19.
500 FREESTYLE-1. Piedford,
U, 5:02, U, 5:02.89; 2. Craven,
NM, 5:03.33; 3. Sebert, U,
5:17.34.
200 BREASTROKE-1. Frank,
NM, 2:22.32; 2. Leeflang, U,
2:22.33; 3. Conrad, U, 2:33.75.
THREE METER DIVING-1.
Ducharme, NM, 234.80; 2.
Morelli, U, 176.00; 3. Dubrava,
127.55.
400 RELAY-1. NM (Wagner,
Combs, Faunce, Klatt) 3:15,96; 2.
Utah, 3:17.10.
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I Dept. A
1 Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. I! nd is to
run five or more consecutive dtlys with
no chnn~=:"es the rate is reduced to 6c
per word nnd the minimum numbC'r or

WHERE: J ournnlism Buj]ding. Roon1
201, afternoons preferably or maiJ.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Dox 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M, 87106
TERMS: Payment must be mndc in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

I)

PERSONALS

OR'l'IIODOX BAHAI I•'IltESJDJ;S, Monday nis~ht.:; H :l::i, 621 BpruC'e S.I·:., A11t.
:Uri. For information rnJI 2·i2-4X:i9 or
writt" P.O. Box 737, AlbUqUt•rqUt>, H7103,
2/!i

•i
"

1 ""

•ro \ll!IO~mVEil h01·rawod my &ohurmann
& Sh"ll Communi:;t China for Pol. Sei.
:i42-- Pl~:t.tt(> r"turn it to Urn. 205 Journnli:im BJdJr. or send it throut~h <"ampua mnil
_2-_!~<'l'd it ~~~cl~! Cyntltiu Willinmu.
'
NOTJCI>:: ALI, CI,ASSU'U;IJ ADS mu•t
~!!-~>' ;J -~~::u~ ~he folluwinn: da}'.

2)

LOST & FOUND

- · - - · - - - - - -·--

·----c---~~

an campu)'l b<"tW<"en l~cl.
Complex nnd Hol<onn llnll. Cnll2GG-5249.

I··ouND~watrh

I
I
I

2;10

-

-----

-------·-

FOUND~-brow

folder with Athro. 101 ant!
Philo:;ophl-' 101 notru. Naml.' l,atd Jclt.
lliolo~y lecture huJI. lnquirt• nt SUB Lost

nnd Found. 2/10

SERVICES

3)

----,.__~~.__~--

~--~---~-----=~-~----·

DON''l' PU'l' l'f 01-'Jo' I De tUI experienced
swimmer thi':i summer. Privnte lessons in
Ian:<.•, hcat<.'t.l indoor l)OOl. Qualified In:;tructor. lt<'asodnbtc ft..'{_"!i. All ngcs C'lig..
ibie. Call .~42-9213 or a44.-:Hi54 Cor detail:~.

2/12

YOUR

GQI,IJJo:N WOIWI:l on a 3xl2
HUMPEH. STll'IU~R, $LOO, t'Ol)il'!; .!!5C,

n•d, J-!'rct•n, or white, (30 ]('tter max.).
'lhe Hnide Co., nux U3, Houh• 1. IHnine-.
W.a11h. m,;~:;o. 2. ~
-----" l'J.r.:;SI•:s & 'I'U'fOHING in Spanish. Sp<>l'ial ratt-'..... l'nll l!4:;.tJ4-itl. !!. 11.

l

1

I

BIBLE
BIBLE

4360:

333 2:

Job-i\falachi
Tuc.,7:00-IO:OO p.m.
The Book of Romans
M·W., 1:30-2:15

Bulb and Fixture
15.95 Complete

StrQb~... Lights
:~·:1.95

Wn luwe a wide selection
of saeadelio lighting f'housandR of poRters to
choose from. Come see our
Blrwlc Li{lht

?'OOm

at Hoff-

'l'wo Locations
435 San Mateo NE
256·7241
II oiTmantown Shopping
Center
296-0311

BankAmericard/Master Charge

Register at the Christian Student Center or at first class
.$5.00-Full Credit

Enroll In A
Bible Course For Credit
NBW MEXICO LOBO

li'OUSALE

HONDA 1971 3GOO SL Molosport. Phone
243-0996, nsk for Dave. Must sell. 2/12
l~NiARGJ~S: Durstl>toooo -;ith nil-in~
kit. 75 mm. Schneid(lor <.'omponar lena
worth o\•er $200. 266·443U. 2/12
AKAI )?oun 'rnA:ci·u.ped~k~~$1so. can
Cheryl-2UHM·1G83, 2/12
30 l'OR'l'AllLI~ TV's. $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming N.E. 265-5987. 3/5
DAMAGED STEREO CONSOLBS. These
consoles have \\'alnut finish nnd USR turntn.b1cs. 'l'hc.:;c sell for $59 each. United
Freight Sales, 3!120 San Mateo. Open 9 to
9. 2/{)
l•'ILM: Kotlarh;~me II, El<tach~~me, &
ORIGINAl, WORKS-J\1any crafts and far
out things. lOG Mesa SE. 2/4.
HARRIS TWEED SPORT COATS-$30.00
<!nch. Brand New Arrh'als from England.
Also, Fabulous Gifts From :&'ar Away
J>Jnces. Freed Company 107-lst North...
west. Albuquerque.. 2/lG
USED TV's, $9.9G. Colo~--nn-d"'D"'I:-ac"'"'k-I""W-h-it-e.
All repair guaranteed. 2413 4th N.\V.
2/17

6)

EMPLOYMENT

PHOTOGRAPHERS MODEL I<'EMAI.!!:
parttirn(', fee negotiable, experience prC.:
!erred. Call 265-4770 after 5 l'.M,
'l'ERIUTORIAL HOUSE~ Corrales, N.M:
Now accepting appJie'n.tions for 'Yaitress·
es, must be 21. l'nrt and full time. 2/12
GLAMOROUS !'OSITION: Enrn $5,00 ;;_;-~
show hour. 865-9347. Call collect. 2/12
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT in Ycllowstope
nnd aU U.S. National Parks. Booklet telJs
where and how to apply. Send :;;2.00

offered

l'ART TIMg COUNTER J\1AN, ApJJiy i,;
person. 4201 Central NE or 6810 Menalll
NI,, 2/11.
STUDBNTS, enrn while you learn. Part
time contact work, promise good money &
invaluable ('Xperience to those who qun} ..
ify. I•~or int~rvicw call Jim Coffield, 299 ..
GG4 7. _::2:-/8::·===,~-cc------,--J."EMALl!: STUDENT Jive in, exchange
for household duties. 268-9198. 2/11.

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

ON CAMPUS ROOM & BOARD for women
students. Call242-7489 or 265-2188 for information. 2/8.
('JRIGINAL WORKS needs more unusual
arts & ~rafts Have .any in 'Wresting work?
Drop by 105 Mesa SE. 2/4~

in. So the stage truly is set for a
"miracle" upset.

But there are indications that
the upset Mitchell is hoping for
will happen.
Friday night the Lobes scored
26,35 in the parallel bars and a
28.40 in the rings to give UNM a
161.55-158,5 victory over visiting
ASU.
1;'onight's meet will also see
Mitchell facing his alma mater and
fOl'mer coach Bill Mead. At SIU
Mitchell was a three time All
American in gymnastics and
two-time Athlete of the Year.
With both Repp and Hruban
out of action the outlook for
Mitchell's first victory over his
alma mater is not as bright as it
could be, "I don't think coach
Mead would be content if he beats
m~ without one of my stars," said
Mitchell, "and I wouldn't be
content if I beat him when one of
his top performers is out."
The Lobos will have the
underdog role tonight, a position
they are not accustomeg to being
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SCHWINN VARSITY'' SPORT

• 10 speed
derailleur gear<

92.95

• Sport. style
handlebars
• Dual-Position
caliper brake
levers

OKIE'S

• Twin·StikrM gear·
shift controls

lOc BEER
EY&ry Tue, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

COME IN
FOR A TEST

Central at University

FUN

RIDE
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Your Best Recorder Buy
Bias Adjustment
Use new low noise tape,
or any tape with

Maximum Fidelity

.

4 Heads-Maximum Performance
and Full Track Erase

by the University of New Mexico

Division of Continuing Educatiqn
include:
Adobe Courses
AdvertlSI ng
Albuquerque
Art Courses for Adults
Art Courses for Chrldren
Art Courses for Youth
Aviation Ground Courses
Business English
Crafts Courses for Adults
Crafts Courses for Youth
Creativity-Choice or Chance
Creative Writing Courses
Dancing
Data Processing Courses
Ecology
Elementary Ceramics
English Courses
English Review
French

Genealogy Courses
German
Golf Courses
Graphoanalysis
Great Decisions Program
Guitar
Hebrew
History of the Jewish People
History of New Mexico
and the Southwest
Self Hypnosis
International Cuisine

Investing Courses
Japanese
Jew;J/ry
Macrame
Mathematics Courses
Memory Improvement
Offrce Procedures
010 and 020 Courses
Philosophy Courses
Photography Courses
Real Estate Courses
Religion
Review Courses
Remedial Courses
Secrctari al Courses
Sewing Courses
Shorthand Courses
Smail Business Management Courses.
Social Service Technician Courses
Spanish Courses
Speedreading Courses
Study Techniques
Success Assurance
Supervisory D'cve/optnent
Tailonng
Typing Courses
Weaving
Welding Exploratory Courses
Woodworking
Writing Courses
Yoga
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New Kenwood KW 5066
·Now Only $199.95
Come by to see and hear the many other features
Blank tape at

,wholesale prices

Prerecorded tape and cassettes

For course description, fees, times, etc. pick-up a Community Col-

Near the !Jniyersity

lege bulletin at the continuing Education Building located on the

3011 MONTE VISTA NE

Northwest corner of Lomas at Yale (805 Yole NE) or call 277-2215
or 277-2931
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place tonight is not that
complicated. "If everyone does
th~ir ,best. job of the year we'll
~m,
sa1d Mitchell. In the
SIX-event meet Mitchell is
counting on winning the floor
exer.cises, long horse and high bar.
If h1s team can hold their own in
the side horse and score above 26
points (based on the total of the
three best scores) in the parallel
bars and rings the miracle would
take place.

Arnold Agecy. 2()6 East Mnin_. Rexhnm.
Idaho 834<10. MoneybncJc guarnntee. 2/12

NON-CREDIT CLASSES

Four Foot

Introcltlctionto Religious Education
Wed., 7:00-9:00 p.m.

L---------------J

5)

· · -!.h{~ llC':"d ft'\V \V!?~'kS.

man town.

.\<:ls-Rcvclation
1 hurs., 7:00-l(l:OO p.m.

Ol'EN-PARICING LOT at Yale & Gold
SE. l'lenty of spnce. 2Gc per dny or $4.16
11er month. I,~or monthly JJermit call 29li~
~161. 2/8

Th!• 1 0 bPst drcss!'d malP
chauvini!;!s will lw ~t'!Pctl'd by
fa~hion lradP iournalis!s within

BLACK LIGHTS
... ....

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer Training Program.lt is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify.
Check it out. You'll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly430
different jobs, ranging from aeronautical engineering to zoology,
with almost everything else, includ:
ingflying, in between.. But whatever
your duties, you'll soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your talents can take you.
So look ahead and let your college years pay off for you with a
managerial position in the U.S, Air
F'orce. Just send in this coupon or
write to USAF Military Personnel
Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB,
Texas 78148, and get your postgraduate career off the ground.

Bill Parise will be the Lobo's
No. 1 man on the rings tonight
against national gymnastics power
Southern Illinois. Parise has filled
the position of the injured
All-WAC Dave Repp.

Bill Parise

.<~

Here's a government position with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer's job in the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody's
book. Certainly, there's no better
way to get the experience and training needed for executive responsibility.
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year program.
Along with college credits and a
commission, you'll receive$50 each
month as a student. And upon graduation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you.
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of outstanding programs to help you further your education.
If you're in your final year of col·

By ANDY GARMEZY
If the Lobes can pull an upset
in the UNM-Southern Illinois
gymnastics meet tonight Rusty
Mitchell can tack the words
"miracle maker" to his present
title of gymnastics coach.
Mitchell's gymnasts, undefeated
in dual meets this season, host
undefeated and national power
Southern Illinois University at
Johnson Gym tonight at 7:30.
And, according to Mitchell, it will
take a miracle to beat the Salukis.
The meet is a rematch of last
year's competition, which saw the
Lobos lose twice to SIU. Last
season the Lobes traveled to
Carbondale, Ill. only to come out,
on the short end of a 160.4-160.2 ·
score
in
the
NCAA
Championships. SIU edged the
Lobes by finishing fourth to
UNM's fifth.
Mitchell realized it would take
a miracle to beat SIU about three
weeks ago when WAC All Around
champion Dave Repp injured his
shoulder followed by another
injury to gymnast Jim Hruban.
With Repp out of action the
team loses a 9.0 score or better in
the rings and parallel bars and has
given Mitchell the job of finding
someone to fill his shoes and his
scores.
The miracle that must take

!

point plays or a couple of quick
buckets.
In Thursday's game the Lobes
strung out a big lead and it
seemed a Iaugher was on its way,
'fhe Lobes came out even hotter
after the half and posted an 18
point lead before the game's
complexion was changed. For 10
minutes from the 13 minute mark
into the three minute mark the
Wildcats outscored the Lobos
28-12 and closed the gap to a
dangerous two points.
But the Lobos got a pair of
breaks when Arizona star Bill
Warner missed two free throws,
each the first of one and one
situations. Gibson finally broke
the Lobes scoring jinx with two
free throws and the Lobos
recovered in time to win it.
Willie Long continues to lead
the conference scoring race as he
scored 61 points in the two
games, including 27 for 32 from
the foul line.
The Lobes now pack their bags
and head for Utah where they will
meet the Utah Redskins Thursday.
and the Brigham Young Cougars
Saturday. The Wolfpack has not
wand .a tconfte~ence game on the
roa 1n wo nes,

Craven, Ducharme Lead L.obo
Tankmen To Victory Over Utah

All

W L
11 7
12 6
12 8
10 9
12 7
9 9
13 6
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editorial
What Is The Truth

Right On
--

By DAN JOY
When the Republicans took over
the executive branch of government
in 19 53, conservatives had high
hopes that liberal policies with us for
a generation would be altered and
those who forged the policies
replaced. While one can point to
particular instances where those
hopes were realized, the Eisenhower
years were by and large marked by
lackluster leadership and a
continuation of liberal politics. In
fact the Eisenhower tenure fulfilled a
very necessary liberal function by
serving as the agency of
consolidation for 20 years of liberal
experimentation and governmental
expansion_ In a very real sense this
made the following liberal offensive,
the New Frontier, possible.
possible.
Talk, especially among chagrined
conservatives, was that the
presidency itself caused conservative
partisans to perform as liberal
presidents. The voters had handed
over to the war hero an opportunity
to make a change. Roosevelt with his
New Deal had, we are told, brought
us. through the depression and the
Great War; but now hill alien
experimentation ought to be done
away with. It had outlived its
purpose, whatever it might have
been. Conservatives came away
disappointed and bitter. Many of
these conservatives gave up, resigning
themselves to the new political order
of welfare and Big Brother.
The election of Richard Nixon
16 years later found conservatives
with a similar hope that finally
something 'would be done to·· alter
this nat.ion's governmental
commitment to liberal politics. In
1968 there · was cause for greater
hope than in 1952. The nomination
and election of Nixon were caused
bv conservatives, where.as
Eisenhower, backed by the eastern
Republicans, had defeated Taft a11d

I

A National Student Association
(NSA) convention in Michigan last
weekend re-opened the student-led
antiwar campaign, and declared a
new wave of activities, including
marches on Washington, D.C.
NSA's action followed a full week
of cloudy, secretive maneuvers by
the Nixon administration to keep
the 1American public unaware of U.S.
troop activity on the Laotian and
Cambodian borders. Izvestia and the
Japanese News Agency (JNA) both
reported that American troops were
involved in a South Vietnamese
offensive into Laos. Air support by
American bombers was mentioned
by both agencies.
Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird
dismissed Izvestia's reports with a
curt "They don't know the tr11th."
He had no comment on JNA reports
duplicating Izvestia's. But it would
appear that if Izvestia didn't know
the truth, the American public didn't
either. As one senator said, the
American public should not have to
get its news from the Russians,
Japanese and French.
The Nixon administration was
seriously contemplating further
troop activity in Laos and
Cambodia, in direct violation of the
Cooper-Church amendment, which
outlaws action in both countries
unless it is done with Congressional
approval. But the big-wigs staging the
Southeast Asian "conflict" decided
air support was not covered by the
amendment.
The detriment to further
American interference in Laos and
Cambodia was apparent fear on
Nixon's part that the American
public would not stand for widening

the war. But he overlooked, very
handily indeed, it seems, that
whether the United States is involved
in a ground war or an air war, it is
war nonetheless.
But Nixon may be reading the
American public correctly in his
assumption that the United States
will tolerate a widening war. Despite
Congressional outcry against the
action, American troops have massed
on the Laotian and Cambodian
borders. And despite NSA's actions,
students have been silent about
expanded American involvement in a
foreign war. It leads us to believe the
student-led strike last spring was
more an emotional reaction to the
deaths of four students at Kent State
than a serious anti-war campaign.
This is not to say, however, that
four more deaths and another
student strike are in order. But it is
to say that Nixon and his boys will
take further liberties unless we put
across our message of anti-war
sentiment loudly and clearly.
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The joint Appropriations and requested $23.883 million for
Finance Committee will hear 1971-72, but the BEF
budget requests for the state's recommended only $19.838
universities today and Wednesday million for UNM, $4.05 million
to determine how much funding less than requested.
the committee should recommend
Included in the BEF
for each university for the
1971·72 fiscal year, Spokesmen recommendations is a 20 percent
from the university tuition increase for the state's
administrations, the Department universities over a two year
of Finance and Administration period.
and the Board of Educational
The House Education
Finance ( BEF) will testify.
Committee tomorrow afternoon
The state's universities earlier will hear a proposed amendment
requested an approximate $14 to the state constitution to
million funding increase, but the establish a university board of
BEF recommended an overall regents which would have control
increase of about $2.5 million. over all seven of the state's
UNM President Ferrel Heady universities. Under the provisions

but also of frustrating the
deep.seated desire among his
constituency for significant welfare
reform. The tactic on the food stamp
program was a similar charade. While
announcing a cut-back coincident
with his advocacy of a guaranteed
annual income he quietly permitted
his HEW secretary to solicit from
Congress a significantly expanded
food stamp program. This
administration seems intent on
rendering ridiculous the law of
non-contradiction....
In Vietnam he has seemingly given
everybody everything. The President
is doing as the demonstrators told
him by bringing the troops home.
But at the same time he points out,
to those interested in our
commitment to the Southeast Asians
that his policy of Vietnamization
(de-Americanization) will lay the
foundation for a final Communist
defeat. If he can accomplish both, he
will merit the accolades of all except
those who are supporting the Viet
Cong. If he has no real interest other
than the domestic political
imperative then it is but another
charade.
The evidence indicates that the
Nixon presidency remains to this
date one with only one
commitment-success on election
day 1972. If the President has his
way it will be neither a liberal
administration nor a conservative
one, notwithstanding his real
political potential which is
conservative, not liberal. As Kevin
Phillips put it, the President is
dedicated to getting re-elected. Short
of the outrageous he'll do whatever
he thinks necessary to get re-elected,
which requires a majority of the
electoral college, a qualification he is
inclined to forget. Within proper
limits one cannot fault him for that.
What is fundamental is how he goes
about accomplishing that objective.
What are conservatives to do? It is

national guard and state police
named in a civil suit filed in
September by six people who
were allegedly bayonetted by
national guardsmen May 8, 1970,
on the UNM campus.
Pollution legislation will also be
considered in legislative
committees this week.
The Senate Rules Committee
tomorrow will hear a joint
resolution proposing a
constitutional amendment to
allow the legislature to "provide
for the control of pollution within
the state." If the resolution passes
both houses, it must be submitted
to the voters in the next general
election.

Thursday the House Natural
Resources Committee will hear a
bill proposing to increase penalties
for violations of pollution control
laws. If a defendant is convicted
of violating pollution regulations
he could be fined up to $10,000
for each offense,
Concerning other types of
legislation, hearings are set today
before the House Judiciary
Committee on a bill which would
require a person charged with a
felony to be brought to trial
within 90 days of his arrest. The
bill further states if a person is not
brought to trial within six months
of his arrest, charges will be
dropped.
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GSAC OK's Emerg~~bhy

Triviality
The Lobo's Triviality of the Week
Award is hereby bestowed on former
Gov. David F. CArgo and present
Gov. Bruce King for their bickering
and behavior over who owns what in
the governor's mansion.
Sarah Laidlaw

a truism to say that more is to come
from the administration. It is to be
expected it will continue to be a
mixed bag. A politician whose raison
d'etre is being returned to office by a
loving electorate is going to continue
to attempt to placate both sides
(liberal and conservative) as well as
the general electorate which is
neither specifically liberal nor
conservative. It is not as if America
had a conservative president; it
doesn't. But it does have a President,
as Bill Buckley suggests, who will
listen to conservatives who can get
his ear. If the hopes of conservative
Americans are not going to come to
the same frustrating end that was
experienced after Eisenhower,
conservative leadership must begin to
lead. Within the understanding that
the Nixon presidency is not a
leadership presidency, conservatives
in Congress must begin to use their
vote and their influence to extract
from the Presidency policy changes
and perhaps forthright leadership.
The President will respond if he
comes to understand that it is in his
interests to respond. That may not
be very comforting to conservatives,
and it shouldn't be; but, Nixon is
President and he's the only one we
got.
Therefore our job must be to
make ourselves heard. As we move
toward 1972, conservatives must
review the options available. The
first step is to let the President and
his supporters know that
conser'fatives can be counted upon
to the extent the administration can
be counted, upon. At toe same time
conservatives should point out that
any significant rightwing defection
will mean Nixon's defeat. Liberals
will not come his way. He cannot
hope to trade California for New
York. He must be reminded that
what began with a few kids in 1968
ended with the retirement of a
President to his ranch.

9

Protest Cut in GA's

Nixon Gives Something for Everyone

his partisans. Moreover the Nixon
political constituency of 1968 was
fundamentally conservative (the
western, southern and suburban
voters) in .contrast to Eisenhower's
lack of need or any real
constituency. in addition, by 1968 a
relatively cohesive conservative
movement had emerged as the single
most important development within
the framework of American electoral
politics.
When President Nixon took office
he reportedly "whispered" to
conservatives that they ought to
watch his actions and not be too
concerned with his rhetoric; the
irn"plication being that such things as
the liberal media and political
practicalities would force him into a
certain rhetorical mold. That ploy
would be just fine had he not told
the liberals the exact same thing.
With that as groundwork, each wing
could and probably would, dismiss
that which it disliked as being
unsubstantive, while holding tight
for the "real" Nixon to come
forward. But it may well be that we
are fast being forced to the
realization that the real Nixon is the
fellow who tells liberals and
conservatives to watch him and at
the same time to not watch him.
Politically the ploy might succeed in
keeping enough of both the right and
left sufficiently mollified to the
President's re-election.
But there was also more than just
rhetoric for the liberals. The
administration pursued a guaranteed
annual wage, as socialist as any
scheme tried by any President. In
order to spread the constituency
which might be inclined to support
"family assistance" the President
worked out a position whereby he
talked of welfare reform while
Gimultaneously moving to pass the ·
single greatest welfare package in
history, 'l'he casualty is not only the
sensibilities of the economic system

of the bill, the board would be
composed of 11 members. The
initial board would be made up of
seven members from the present
boards of regents of the various
colleges, plus four members
appointed by the governor. If the
amendment is passed by the
legislature and approved by the
voters in the next general election,
it would go into effect July 1,
1973.
Hearings are set for Friday
afternoon on a bill asking $25,000
to pay for the defense of former
Governor David F. Cargo,
Adjutant General John P. Jolly,
State Police Chief Martin Vigil,
and members of the New Mexico

NEW MEXICO
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GSAC Meeting

by Chud\ l•'("iL

GSAC President Duke
Duquette with administrative aid
Danny Romero preside over the
GSAC meeting which saw the
enactment of emergency
legislation to fight the proposed
Board of Educational Finance
(BEF) recommendation to reduce
the number of GA's and TA's at
UNM.

The GSAC last night passed
emergency I egis Ia tion giving
Council President Duke Duquette
authority and funds to lobby
against proposed BEF cuts in the
number of Graduate Assistants
(GA's) employed at UNM.
The BEF cut in GA's employed
at UNM will decrease the number
of graduates working in a teaching
capacity by 69. Duquette noted
the reduction represents about 10
percent of the GA's employed at
UNM.
The sysbm by which the BEF
decides funding upon is the
Fulltime equivalent system (FTE).
The FTF. is flgurcd by adding up
the total number of hours at the
University and dividing them by
the theoretical course load of 16
hours. The BEF counts two GA's
as one, giving the University an
FTE of 2·14 as opposed to the
actual number 489 GA's.
Duquette pointed out the
departments in the College of Arts
and Sciences, which is the largest
at UNM, will be hurt the most by
the cuts since it employs most of
the GA's.

USSR Condemns Laos Invasion
Britain, South Korea, Cambodia Approve Action
By United Press International
The expansion of the war in
Indochina Monday into a third
theater, Laos, brought swift
condemnation from the Soviet
Union and North Vietnam. Hanoi
also accused the United States of
preparing to invade north into its
territory.
The Laotian government also
protested the invasion by South
Vietnamese Army troops
supported by American planes
and artillery. The Laotian Chief of
State, Prince Souvanna Phouma,
d Pmanded that all foreign
troops-including the North
VietnamPs-withdraw from the
neutral country.
The U.S. State Department and
the Saigon government said the
move into Laos did not constitute
an expnnsion of the war.
Britain, Cambodia and South
Korea issued statements
supporting the allied decision to
cross from South Vietnam into
Eastern Laos in a campaign to cut
the Communist Ho Chi Minh
supply trail into the three theaters
of the Indochina war.
ln Paris, the Hanoi and Viet
Cong delegations to the Vietnam
talks issued statements
condemning "aggression actually
led by the United States and the
puppet administration of Saigon
. t L aos. "
agams
The North Vietnamese
statement also said that "in the
same time as the American
escalation of the war of aggression
in Laos and Cambodia, the United
States and the puppet
administration of Saigon are
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massing their forces near the 17th
parallel ... and preparing for new
military adventures against the
Democratic Republic of (North)
Vietnam."
At the United Nations,
Secretary General U Thant issued
a statement saying:
"The reported incursion into
Laos of South Vietnamese armed
forces supported by the U.S. Air
Force is one of the more
deplorable episodes in the lo~g
history of the barbarous war m
Indochina ...•
"The Secretary General fears
that the intervention of South
Vietnamese and other forces into
Laos might be the final blow to
the 1 !162 Geneva Protocol which
states in Article 4, (Lhai) the
introduction of foreign regular or
irregular troops, foreign
pai·amilit;ary formations and
foreign military personnel into
Laos is prohibited."
The official Tass News Agency
circulated the first So viet reaction
to the invasion.
"The criminal aggression of the
United States in Indochina has
entered a dangerous new stage: a
new front of war against the
peoples o£ Southeast Asia has
been opened," Tass said, "The
U.S. has assumed heavy
responsibility to world and
American public opinion for its
aftermath."
The Laotian protest put initial
blame on the North Vietnamese,
but noted that their presence
there "does not constitute
justification" for the action by
South Vietnam and the U.S.

"The royal Lao G?vernment
all, fore1gn troops

?~mand~ that
Immediat~ly

WI~hdr~;v. fr~m

Royal Laotian tern tory,

Jt sa1d.

Dean George Springer of the
Graduate School also noted the
act would "hurt us in the North
Central rating." He said the main
area of concern, should the act
pass, would be the library which
has come under considerable
attack.
Duquette indicated the
potential for an even greater cut
in the number of GA's was
present since the legislature still
had to consider reports from the
Department of Financial
Administration and the Legislative
Finance Committee.
The bill, which will provide

ENMU Regents Forfend

Usage of 'Nekkid' Models
A student at Eastern New
Mexico University, (ENMU) has
protested the Regent imposed ban
on the use of nude models in an
advanced art course.
Lee Cunningham, one of 17
students taking the course, is
planning to present his arguments
and a student petition to the
ENMU regents at their next
meeting, He said the petition has
shown that a majority of students
and people in Portales agree the
ban should be lifted.
The ban originated when the
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Photos by Chuck

Open House

$400 to be utilized for lobbying
in Santa Fe, received a unanimous
voice vote from the GSAC.
Duquette said the chances of
succeeding in the lobby attempt
were quite small but "it's worth a
fight."
Also passed with the lobby bill
was a resolution to be presented to
the legislature requesting the BEF
"reconsider" its proposal to cut
back the number of GA's and
TA's.
Th!! resolution points out the
need for further investigation of
the cutback, noting that such a
cut could "hurt the University."

~'cil

UNM's new Ecology
Information Center located at
1417 Central NE will hold its
open house this afternoon from 1
to 5. The center serves as a
collection center for a wide
variety of information on
environmental problems.

art department asked ENMU
President Charles Meister for
permission to use nude models.
Meister said he could have coped
with the situation administratively
but decided to take it to the
regents as "a courtesy." He added
three other colleges in New
Mexico, UNM, New Mexico State
University and Highlands
University all use nude models in
art classes.
The regents looked at the
matter differently and decided
against allowing the nudes after
regent's President Ernest Wheeler
said he "would favor closing the
art department rather than have
this." After Wheeler's statement
the regents voted 3-2 to ban the
nudes.
Among those who have no
objection to use of nude models
were clergymen representing four
denominations in Portales who
said "they wouldn't discourag!'
members of their congregations
from enrolling as a student or
acting as a model."
In defending the decision,
Wheeler said he recalled the
controversy surrounding the
"Love Lust Poem" at UNM and
added "the publicity would do
more harm than good." Several
students in the class refuted that
argument, terming a comparison
between the ENMU situation and
the "Love Lust Poem" unfair as
the UNM controversy involved
freshmen not upperclassmen as at
ENMU.
At UNM, Clinton Adams, dean
of the College of Fine Arts, called
the decision of the ENMU
Regents "ridiculous" and added
he "was astounded by religious
reasons given." Adams said the
issue of nudes in art classes had
started in the 1860's in Philadelphia
and that he was surprised to see it
now.
In reference to the use of nude
models· Adams said, "you can't
learn d~awing very well without it
and in order to study art you
must learn to draw."

